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Abstract-Following a line outage, the fast corrective operations 
of transmission line switching might be used to regain N - 1 
security of the system without generation re-dispatch or load 
shedding. The problem to find feasible switching operations can be 
formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP). Feasibility 
checking, however, is difficult since changes in load flows caused by 
line switching operations are discontinuous, and many contingency 
cases need to be examined. In this paper, DC flow is considered for 
simplicity, and variables include binary line statuses and contin
uous phase angles. Security constraints for the base case, N - 1, 
and selected N - 2 cases are formulated in a unified way by using a 
separate set of phase angles for each case. The problem is solved by 
using constraint programming (CP), and a tree search procedure 
is developed. Since it is time consuming to handle continuous vari
ables in the tree search, only binary variables are branched on. Once 
reaching a leaf node where the topology is fixed, the constraints 
become linear DC flow feasibility conditions and are examined 
by solving a linear programming problem. Effectiveness of the 
method is demonstrated on IEEE 30-bus and US-bus systems. 

Index Terms-Constraint programming (CP), line outage, line 
overload, load flow feasibility, N - 1 and N - 2 contingency, 
transmission line switching. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A CCORDING to the N - 1 operating criteria, the system 
should survive the failure of anyone of its N components. 

Therefore, the system following a line outage should not have 
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security violations in the new base case, but may be insecure in 
some of the contingency cases. In this situation, overloading of 
lines in these contingency cases might be relieved by transmis
sion line switching operations without changing generation or 
load [1]-[5] . The idea is that by switching certain lines, part of 
the flows through the overloaded lines could be rerouted to other 
lines with spare transmission capacities. Compared with other 
corrective measures including generator re-dispatch and load 
shedding, the effects of line switching are fast in that load flows 
can be redistributed very quickly to relieve the overload. While 
the power electronics-based flexible AC transmission systems 
(FACTS) can also regulate load flows to perform corrective ac
tions [6], line switching is economical because it requires no 
additional investment, only involves the relatively small costs 
in reducing lifetimes of circuit breakers. Such switching opera
tions can be reversed afterwards if the line outage is temporary 
and is restored quickly, or a generator re-dispatch under the new 
system topology may be necessary at the next cycle of economic 
dispatch, which is typically run every 5 min or more [7]. Gener
ator outages, however, cannot be corrected by line switching, be
cause a generator re-dispatch is inevitable to address the power 
imbalance. Considering the increasing integration of intermit
tent renewable generation such as wind and solar energy, sys
tems in the future will be faced with more uncertainties than 
today, and corrective switching operations will become more 
important in maintaining system security and reliability. 

As required by NERC reliability standards [8], the system 
after a contingency should be corrected to be N - 1 secure as 
soon as possible and within 30 min. Thus after line switching, 
load flow feasibility constraints need to be satisfied for both the 
base case and N - 1 contingency cases. In certain critical areas, 
even N - 2 security is required. Also, the switching actions 
should not lead to transient stability problems. Therefore, the 
problem to find a set of feasible line switching operations can 
be formulated as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP), which 
is to find solutions of a set of decision variables satisfying the 
above security constraints. If no feasible line switching oper
ation is available, other corrective measures such as generator 
rescheduling [9] should be considered, and if necessary, load 
shedding and controlled system islanding [10]-[14] may serve 
as the last resorts. 

Since line switching operations lead to discrete changes of 
line statuses, the resulting changes in load flows are discontin
uous and are difficult to analyze, especially when multiple lines 
are switched. Considering the large number of security con
straints for N - 1 and N - 2 contingency cases, the task to 
find a set of feasible line switching operations is complicated. 
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As reviewed in Section II, although line switching operations 
have been studied by many, either as corrective or optimization 
measures, most of the existing methods consider only base case 
security constraints [1]-[5], [15]-[17]. A few results focusing 
on minimizing system operating costs considered N - 1 secu
rity of switching actions, e.g., [18] and [19], with limitations 
such as examining only local effects of N - 1 contingencies 
[18] and requiring long computation times [19]. 

In this paper, a new formulation and solution methodology are 
presented to search for corrective line switching operations that 
result in feasible load flows for both the base and contingency 
cases. For simplicity, steady state DC flow feasibility is consid
ered as a necessary condition to screen out solutions to be further 
examined by using AC flow and transient stability analyses. We 
formulate the problem by using binary line status variables and 
continuous phase angle variables, as presented in Section III. 
Security constraints for the base case, the N - 1, and selected 
N - 2 contingency cases are formulated in a unified way by 
using a separate set of phase angle variables for each case. This 
formulation can be used to analyze multiple line switching ac
tions, and considers both switching in and out oflines. Although 
the formulation is. nonlinear with multiplications of binary and 
continuous variables, a good feature is that once all binary vari
ables are fixed, the constraints become linear DC flow feasibility 
conditions for a fixed topology. 

Section IV presents our solution methodology based on con
straint programming (CP) [20]. The key idea of CP is constraint 
propagation, which reduces domains of variables through the in
ferences of constraints. For problems with discrete variables, the 
basic procedure of CP is to propagate the constraints to examine 
their feasibility, and if necessary, the variables are sequentially 
branched on to form a tree search. It is, however, difficult to 
use the above procedure to solve continuous variables. This is 
because it is very time consuming to branch on continuous vari
ables with infinite number of solutions, and the propagation 
techniques for continuous variables, such as interval arithmetic 
[20], have not been included in existing software packages. In 
our method, only binary variables are branched on, and once 
reaching a leaf node where all binary variables are fixed, the 
constraints become linear with only continuous variables owing 
to the feature of the formulation mentioned above. The feasi
bility of these linear constraints is then examined by solving a 
linear programming (LP) problem to overcome the difficulty in 
handling continuous variables. The method is able to obtain all 
feasible solutions of the problem, and after obtaining the first 
few solutions, AC flow analyses and transient simulations [21] 
can be run in parallel to further examine the solutions. For a 
quick corrective action, the method can terminate after finding 
a set of solutions that has passed the check of AC flow feasibility 
and transient stability. 

Three examples are presented in Section V. A three-bus 
system illustrates the method in detail, and compares it with 
the alternative procedure of branching on both binary and 
continuous variables. The IEEE 30-bus example shows that 
the performance of the method can be improved by controlling 
the number of lines to be out, and by using heuristics in the 
sequence to branch on binary variables. Effectiveness of the 
method is also demonstrated on the IEEE 1I8-bus system. 
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Transmission line switching has been studied for either cor
rective or optimization purposes. Several methods have been 
developed to search for corrective switching actions assuming 
fixed generation and load. The first type of methods discussed 
here is to model switching out a line by keeping the line in and 
adding a pair of power injections at its end buses, such that other 
power injections do not flow through the line [22]. Based on this 
model, a fast computation method of linear line outage distri
bution factors for DC flows [22] was developed in [1] to select 
corrective line and bus-bar switching actions, and a linear mixed 
integer programming (MIP) method was presented in [2] to min
imize the cost of switching actions to relieve DC flow overload. 
An extension of the model, a power compensation model, was 
presented in [3], where a binary integer programming method 
was used to select switching actions to alleviate both line over
load and voltage violations. The second type of methods is to 
compute network matrix modifications caused by switching ac
tions. The changes of bus impedance matrix (Z matrix) were 
computed in [4] to select corrective line switching actions. Mod
ifications of the bus admittance matrix were analyzed using a 
sparse inverse technique in [5], where switching actions of lines, 
bus-bars, and shunt elements were examined by fast decoupled 
load flow with a limited iteration count, and transient stability 
of the switching actions was analyzed using simulations. For all 
the above and many other related results, security constraints 
after line switching operations have been considered only for 
the base case, but not for the N - 1 and N - 2 contingency 
cases. 

Line switching operations have also been used to reduce 
system operating costs in the context of optimal power flow 
(OPF). A network topology optimization scheme based on 
linear programming techniques was developed in [15], using 
a linear model to represent topology changes by injected cur
rents. The method in [IS] was further developed in [16] for loss 
minimization, and in [18] to include N - 1 security constraints, 
assuming that a contingency affects only its surrounding area. 
Line switching and generator dispatch were combined to mini
mize generation costs in [17] using a linear MIP method, where 
binary line status variables were multiplied by a big positive 
number to linearize the DC flow feasibility constraints. The 
testing results in [17] on the IEEE 118-bus system indicated the 
high computational requirements for solving MIP. The formu
lation in [17] was extended in [19] to include N - 1 security 
constraints by using a separate set of phase angles for each con
tingency case. Further extensions of [19] was presented in [23] 
to co-optimize unit commitment and transmission switching 
with N - 1 reliability, and the problem was decomposed into 
unit commitment and switching sub-problems to improve the 
computational performance. Optimal system reconfiguration 
was studied in [24] considering transient stability constraints 
on short circuit currents and energy function values, and a 
decomposition method was used to separately solve the discrete 
topology variables and continuous state variables. 

Applications of CP have not been reported for transmission 
line switching problems, but for the similar problem of recon
figuring radial distribution networks. The reconfiguration and 
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maintenance scheduling were studied together in [25], where the 
discrete variables of job starting times and switch statuses were 
solved by using constraint propagation, and the continuous vari
ables of line currents were examined by using load flow anal
ysis. The reconfiguration for loss reduction was studied in [26], 
where interval arithmetic [20] was implemented by the authors 
to solve continuous variables. Interval arithmetic is a technique 
to propagate linear or nonlinear constraints of continuous vari
ables by making addition, subtraction, and multiplication oper
ations on interval domains. Performance of the method in [26] 
was good for networks with up to 50 nodes, but the efficiency 
for larger networks still needed to be improved as acknowledged 
by the authors of [26]. 

III. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEM FORMULATION 

Consider a system following a certain line outage, with N 
buses, G generators, and L lines. Each bus, each line and each 
generator is assigned an integer as its index. For simplicity, only 
steady state DC flow is considered, and assume that the system 
has a single slack bus with index slack. The set of lines is de
noted by E, from the word "edge" in graph theory. Each line is 
assigned a reference direction, and is also denoted by an ordered 
pair of the starting and ending buses (i, j). The "in" and "out" 
statuses of each line is represented by, respectively, 1 and O. The 
notations are as follows: the total load at bus n(l ~ n ~ N) 
is dn MW; generator g(l ~ g ~ G) is connected to bus I(g), 
and the output is Pg MW; the reactance of line (i, j) is Xi,j; the 
current status of line (i,j), Si,j, is given, and the status after 
switching is a binary variable Zi,j' 

For the above system, the "base case" refers to the case imme
diately after the line outage, and a set of N -1 and N - 2 contin
gency cases are considered. The set of all cases is denoted by C, 
which contains an integer index c for each case: c = 0 represents 
the base case, and c > 0 represents a contingency case. The 
N - 1 contingency cases include outages of any line or gener
ator, while according to NERC reliability standards [8], exclude 
the outage of any radial line, which is the only line connected 
to a bus. This is because the bus will become isolated from the 
rest of the system in case the radial line is out. After a gener
ator outage, the lost power needs to be temporarily provided 
by other generators, and a generator re-dispatch may then be 
needed if the outage cannot be restored quickly. For simplicity, 
all lost power is assumed to be picked up by the system slack 
bus by following [27] and many commercial software packages, 
e.g., PSSIE and PowerWorld. The N - 2 cases include simulta
neous outages of two lines, or one line and one generator. Such 
cases are usually considered only for certain critical areas with 
relatively dense connections, characterized by a given line set 
E2 C E and a given generators set G2 C {I, ... , G}. In each 
case c E C, the sets of line( s) and generator( s) being out are de
noted by, respectively, GI(C) and Gg(c). The phase angles and 
line ratings in each case are denoted by using a superscript c, and 
the emergency ratings in contingency cases are usually higher 
than the long-term ratings in the base case. 

Based on the above descriptions, the line switching problem 
can be stated as a constraint satisfaction problem as follows. 
After a line outage, assuming that all generation P 9 (1 ~ g ~ G) 
and load dn (1 ~ n ~ N) are given and fixed, the task is to 

find a set of line statuses zi,j((i,j) E E) and phase angles 
O~(l ~ n ~ N, c E C), such that the resulting load flows 
do not exceed the line ratings in all cases c. 

The basis for mathematically formulating the above problem 
is the DC flow [22], Suppose the phase angles at buses i and j 
are, respectively, 0; and OJ, then the flow of line (i,j), fi,j, is 

(1) 

It is clear from (1) that Aj is zero if line (i, j) is out. Sim
ilar to [19], the load flow feasibility constraints are established 
among the line statuses and the phase angles for both the base 
case and contingency cases. The lines and generators that are 
out in contingency cases are excluded using the sets Gl(c) and 
o 9 ( C ) (c E C), so that the constraints for all cases are formu
lated in a unified way, as presented below. 

First, power should be balanced at each bus, i.e., the net power 
injection at a bus equals to the algebraic sum of the flows going 
in and out of the bus. For a bus except the slack bus, the gener
ation excludes the outputs of the generators being out in a con
tingency case, i.e., 

"'" Pg-di= "'" Zi,j (Of- Bc)+ "'" Zj,i (BC-Bf), L...J L...J x·· ) L...J x.. ) 
[(g)=' (',j)EE t,) (j,')EE J.t 

andg!lOg(e) (i,j)!lO/(e) (j,')!lO/(e) 

i= l"-'N, iislack, cEC. (2a) 

The constraint for the slack bus is formulated differently, in that 
the generation includes the lost power of any generator being 
out in a contingency case, i.e., 

"'" Pg-di= "'" Zi,j (Bf-B'C) + "'" Zj,i (BC-Bf) , L...J L...J x.. ) L...J x" ) 
[(g)=' (',j)EE t,) (j,i)EE ) , t 

org E 0 9 (e) (' ,j) il 0/ (e) (j,') il 0/ ( ~ ) 

i = slack, c i C. (2b) 

Second, the load flows through all lines, except those being out 
in contingency cases, should not exceed the line ratings: 

(i,j) E E-OI(C), c E C. 

(3) 
Third, following the DC flow assumptions [22], the phase angle 
difference between the starting and ending buses for any line 
being "in" should be within a given threshold c:: 

-c: ~ Zi,j (Bf - Bj) ~ c:, (i,j) E E - OI(C), C E C. (4) 

Also, to facilitate the solution methodology to be presented in 
Section IV, the phase angle at each bus is assumed to be within 
its lower and upper bounds, while no reference bus with a zero 
phase angle is specified: 

On,min ::; O~ ::; On,max, n = 1 rv N, C E C. (5) 

Finally, to control the computational requirements of our 
method, at most M(l ::; M ::; L) lines are allowed to be out, 
i.e., 

"'" (1 - z· .) < M. L..J 1,,) - (6) 
(i,j)EE 
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Since it may not be necessary to consider switching actions for 
all lines, a line cannot be switched if it does not belong to a given 
switching candidate set Ec C E : 

Zi,j = Si,j, (i,j) E E - Ec. (7) 

Putting (2a), (2b), and (3)-(7) together, the formulation of a con
straint satisfaction problem has been obtained. 

Because of the multiplications of binary and continuous vari
ables in the basic (1), constraints (2a), (2b), (3), and (4) in the 
above formulation are nonlinear. However, if all binary line sta
tuses are fixed, the constraints are degenerated to the DC flow 
feasibility conditions for a given topology, and are linear in 
terms of the continuous phase angles. This feature enables an 
efficient solution procedure for the problem, as presented next. 

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY 

In this section, the problem formulated in Section III is 
solved. The basic procedure of CP is reviewed in Section IV-A, 
and the difficulty in solving continuous variables is discussed. 
Section IV-B then presents our solution methodology based 
on CP, and the above difficulty is addressed by exploring the 
feature of the formulation mentioned at the end of Section III. 

A. Basic Procedure of Constraint Programming 

Constraint programming (CP) [20] is a systematic approach 
to solve constraint satisfaction problems. The major technique 
of CP is constraint propagation, which is a form of inference 
among constraints to reduce domains of variables. The infer
ences are based on the necessary conditions characterized by 
network consistency properties, such as arc consistency, which 
eliminates the values from the domain of a variable if they do not 
constitute feasible solutions with any values in the domains of 
other variables. Such inferences make CP especially efficient for 
problems with a large number of constraints, while complexity 
of many other techniques, such as those for solving MIP, usually 
grows with the increase of constraints. After constraint propa
gation, if any domain becomes empty, the problem is proved to 
be infeasible; otherwise, a search algorithm is used to find fea
sible solutions within the reduced domains. 

For problems with discrete variables, the basic search algo
rithm is the backtracking search, which is, most often, a depth
first traversal of a tree. Nodes of the tree represent partial assign
ments of variables, and branches represent alternative choices to 
be examined. At the root node, one variable is selected and its 
domain is divided into several subsets. A group of new nodes 
are generated, each with the domain of the selected variable re
stricted to one of the subsets, while domains of other variable do 
not change. The search then goes to one of the new nodes and 
performs constraint propagation. If the new node is proved in
feasible, it is pruned and the search backtracks to explore other 
nodes; otherwise, the new node is further branched on. If the 
search reaches a leaf node where the domain of each variable 
has a single value, a feasible solution is obtained. This search 
procedure is guaranteed to find a solution if one exists, and can 
prove the infeasibility of a problem if no solution exists. 

The above procedure is relatively efficient for discrete vari
ables with finite domains. However, solving continuous vari
ables with interval domains is more challenging, because their 
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domains contain an infinite number of values and are time con
suming to be branched on. In addition, although techniques are 
available to efficiently propagate constraints with continuous 
variables, e.g., interval arithmetic [20], such techniques have not 
been implemented in existing software packages that we know 
of. Thus the domains of continuous variables cannot be effi
ciently reduced to prune the search tree, and the search usually 
needs to go very deep and is time consuming. Since the problem 
formulated in Section III has both binary and continuous vari
ables, it is difficult to solve the problem by using the basic CP 
procedure. 

B. Our Solution Methodology 

As mentioned in Section III, a good feature of the problem 
formulation is that the constraints become linear of continuous 
variables if all binary variables are fixed. Therefore in our 
method, only binary variables are branched on in a tree search. 
Once reaching a leaf node, feasibility of the linear constraints 
is examined by using LP methods to overcome the difficulty in 
solving continuous variables. The method is described below. 

At the root node, all line status variables have possible 
values of 0 or 1, and all phase angle variables are within their 
lower and upper bounds as given by (5). A search tree for the 
binary variables is formed following the procedure reviewed 
in Section IV-A. In the search, continuous variables are not 
branched on, and their given domains are used in the constraint 
feasibility check at each node. If a leaf node is reached where all 
binary variables are fixed, the constraints are linear in terms of 
continuous variables, and the feasibility is checked by LP tech
niques . The basic method is to execute the first phase of many 
two-phase LP methods [28] to examine the feasibility of the LP 
problem and to obtain a set of feasible solutions if one exists. 
If the LP problem is infeasible, the leaf node is pruned and 
the search backtracks; otherwise, solutions of the LP problem 
and the values of binary variables at the corresponding leaf 
node constitute a set of feasible solutions of the problem. After 
obtaining the first few solutions, the search continues for more 
solutions, while AC flow analyses and transient simulations 
can run in parallel to further examine the solutions. If mUltiple 
feasible solutions are available, they can be ranked by using an 
optimization objective such as loss minimization. 

Performance of the above method depends on two key fac
tors. One is the number of line status variables to be branched 
on, and this is controlled by specifying the switching candidate 
set Ec. Considering N - 1 security, a line cannot be switched 
out if it does not satisfy the following topological necessary con
dition: both of its end buses are either de-energized (with no net 
power injection) or connected to at least three lines. This is be
cause if an energized bus is connected to only two lines and one 
of them is switched out, the bus will be isolated from the rest of 
the system if the other line is out in a contingency case. Then the 
system-wide power balance can no longer be maintained since 
generation is assumed to be fixed. Although the above condi
tion is embedded in the N - 1 constraints and can be automati
cally handled in constraint propagation, the search will become 
more efficient if the lines violating this condition are manually 
removed from the switching candidate set. To further control 
the number of candidates, a line is preferred if its status change 
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leads to large changes in the flows of overloaded lines. This can 
be estimated by using line outage distribution factors [22], or 
LODFs, which indicate how the outage of a line changes the 
flows of other lines. A heuristic way is thus to rank all lines by 
their LODFs with respect to the overloaded lines, and use the 
lines at the top of the list as switching candidates. 

The second key factor of search performance is the sequence 
to branch on those selected line status variables. To obtain the 
first feasible solution as soon as possible, one heuristic way is to 
give priority to the lines with large LODFs with respect to the 
overloaded lines, as mentioned above. Another way is to first 
examine the switching of the lines close to the overloaded lines. 
The distance between two lines, II from bus i1 to j1 and l2 from 
bus i2 to 12, can be defined as 

d(ll' 12) = min {sp( i1, i2), sp( i1, j2), SP(j1, i2), Sp(j1, j2)} 
(S) 

where sp( i , j) is the length of the shortest path between buses 
i and j, i.e., the minimum number of lines to constitute a path 
from i to j . At each tree node, the search should examine the 
case of switching the corresponding line prior to that of keeping 
the line in its current status, e.g., value 0 of the line status vari
able is examined prior to value 1 if the line is currently in. Ef
fectiveness of the above heuristics will be analyzed in Example 
2 and 3 in Section V. 

Although solving the LP problem at each leaf node is usu
ally fast, considering the combinatorial growth of the search 
tree with respect to the number of binary variables, the number 
of LP problems to be solved in the search procedure could be 
large. However, since generation is fixed, the set of constraints 
for the base case and each contingency case contains a different 
set of phase angles. The LP problem at each leaf node can then 
be solved separately as a set of LP sub-problems, and the in
feasibility of any sub-problem indicates the infeasibility of the 
leaf node. In our method, the base case LP sub-problem is first . 
solved at each leaf node, so that the leaf node can be proved 
infeasible very quickly if it does not satisfy the base case secu
rity constraints. If the base case sub-problem is feasible, all the 
constraints of contingency cases are then solved as a single LP 
problem. In Example 3 of Section V, this procedure is shown 
to be more efficient than that of solving an LP sub-problem for 
each contingency case, because the latter needs to call and re
lease the LP solver for each case. Another option to improve 
efficiency is to solve the LP sub-problems in a mUlti-processor 
environment, where each processor solves a few sub-problems, 
and the leaf node is proved infeasible and discarded once any 
processor finds an infeasible sub-problem. 

For a practical system, it is usually difficult to estimate the 
performance of our method, because it depends on many fac
tors including system topology, line capacities, and the set of 
contingency cases. In theory, a constraint satisfaction problem 
with binary and continuous variables is NP-hard in general [20]. 
For our method, the computational requirements include two 
major parts: expanding the tree and solving the LP problems 
at leaf nodes. In tree expansion, the number of leaf nodes de
pends on the number of lines allowed to be out, i.e., M in (6), 
and the size of the switching candidate set Ee in (7). As an ex
ample, suppose all lines are currently in, one line is allowed to 

be switched out (M = 1), and K lines are switching candidates, 
then the number of leaf nodes is at most K + 1, corresponding 
to the K + 1 possible topologies . At leaf nodes, although an LP 
problem cannot necessarily be solved within polynomial time 
[2S], the time performance is usually efficient enough for prac
tical use. Moreover, using the heuristics mentioned above to de
cide the branching sequence of binary variables, the first few 
feasible solutions could be obtained after visiting only a few 
leaf nodes. Computational requirements of the method will be 
analyzed by using numerical examples in Section V. In prac
tice, our method can be integrated with the Energy Manage
ment System (EMS) as part of the online sequence: once the 
"topology processor" finds a line outage, the "state estimator" 
runs, then our method can be executed to search for corrective 
switching actions . 

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 

Our method is implemented using Comet version 2.1 [29] on 
a personal computer with an Intel Xeon 1.60-GHz CPU and S 
GB of memory. Comet is a hybrid optimization system with the 
capabilities of both CP and LP. The CP solver accepts both dis
crete and continuous decision variables, and can solve both vari
ables using constraint propagation based on consistency tech
niques, though the implementation for continuous variables is 
preliminary. In many other software packages, e.g., ILOG CP, 
continuous decision variables cannot even be accepted. 

In this section, three numerical examples are provided to an
alyze the performance of our method presented in Section IV. 
A three-bus example is used to illustrate the search procedure. 
The IEEE 30-bus example analyzes the search performance with 
respect to the number of lines allowed to be out, and the heuris
tics in the branching sequence of binary variables. The method 
is also demonstrated on the IEEE lIS-bus system. For all ex
amples, the lower and upper bounds of phase angles in (4) are 
-0.79 and 0.79 radians, or -45 and 45 degrees, implying that 
the differences between any two phase angles cannot exceed 90 
degrees; and the threshold of phase angle differences between 
the ends of lines in (5) is 0.52 radians, or 30 degrees. The above 
phase angle requirements can usually be met by a system in its 
steady state. Detailed data and numerical results are provided 
on our website [30]. 

Example 1: This example first illustrates the search proce
dure of our method, then compares it with the alternative pro
cedure of branching on both binary and continuous variables. 
Assume that a certain line outage results in a three-bus system 
shown in Fig. 1. The system has two generators at buses 1 and 3, 
and bus 1 is the slack bus. The generation and load at each bus 
are given in Table I. The lines are numbered in the following se
quence: (1, 2), (1, 3), and (2, 3). For all these lines, the current 
statuses are "in," the reactances are 1 per unit with 100 MVA 
base, and the long-term and emergency ratings are, respectively, 
30 MW and 36 MW. The contingency cases are given in Table II; 
where N - 2 cases are considered for line 2, line 3, and gener
ator 2. In the following search procedures, all three lines are 
switching candidates, the maximum number of lines to be out 
is three, and the sequence to branch on binary variables is set to 
be the sequence of lines. 
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~." t, St"k bo) 

® (3) ® (Generator 2) 

Fig. 1. Three-bus system. The reference direction of each line is indicated by 
an arrow. Bus indices in circles; line indices in parentheses. 

TABLE! 
GENERATION AND LOAD LEVELS FOR THE THREE-Bus SYSTEM 

("r' INDICATES "NONE") 

Bus No. 
Generation Level ( 

Load Level 

TABLEll 
LIST OF CONTINGENCY CASES FOR THE THREE-Bus SYSTEM 

("I" INDICATES "NONE") 

(0, x, x) 
I 

(x, x, x) 

(1,1,0) (1,1,1) 
I F,LP 

Fig. 2. Search tree for the three-bus systein. "F" indicates a feasible solution, 
"I" indicates an infeasible node that is pruned, and "LP" indicates a feasibility 
checking by using LP methods. 

First, our search procedure is illustrated. The search tree is 
shown in Fig. 2, where "x" indicates an unfixed binary variable. 
In the tree, the node (0, x, x) is proved infeasible using con
straint propagation, with only one binary variable fixed. This is 
because by switching out line I, or (I, 2), bus 1 will be isolated 
from buses 2 and 3 in case line 0, 3) is out in a contingency. 
Then since generation is assumed to be fixed at all buses, there 
will not be sufficient power to supply the load at bus 2. For a 
similar reason, the nodes (I, 0, x) and (1, 1,0) are also infea
sible. Therefore, the only LP problem is solved at the leaf node 
(1, I, 1), which turns out to be feasible. This LP problem has the 
constraints for the base case and all the seven contingency cases 
listed in Table II. The constraints for each case contain different 
phase angle variables, and can actually be viewed as separate 
LP sub-problems. For example, the power balance constraints, 
(2a) and (2b), for the base case are 

(B~ - Bg) + (B~ - BR) = 30, 

(Bg - B~) + (Bg - BR) = - 30, 

(B~ - B~) + (B~ - Bg) =0 (9) 
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TABLE III 
GENERATOR DISPATCH FOR IEEE 30-Bus SYSTEM 

and for contingency case 1 with line (1,2) out, the power balance 
constraints are 

Bt - B~ = 30, 

B~ - B~ = - 30, 

(B~ - BO + (B~ - B~) =0, (10) 

The LP problem at the leaf node (1, I, 1) can thus be decom
posed into eight sub-problems, each corresponding to one case 
with one set of phase angles, These sub-problems can be solved 
separately, but the resulting procedure requires repeatedly 
calling and releasing LP solvers and may not be efficient, as 
will be shown in Example 3. 

Next, the alternative procedure to branch on both binary and 
continuous variables is tested to compare with our method. 
The search first branches on binary variables until they are 
fixed. At each resulting node, the continuous variable with the 
largest interval domain is branched on by equally dividing the 
interval into two. In the software Comet, the stopping criterion 
of branching on a continuous variable is that the length of 
its interval domain is no more than 10-7 . This procedure is 
not efficient, and terminates with a tree of depth 426 with the 
same solutions as those of our method. The solution time of 
this procedure is 0.062 s, while our method takes only 0.015 s 
to terminate. Therefore in our method, the continuous phase 
angles are solved by using LP techniques. 

Example 2: This example is to analyze the performance of 
our method with respect to the number of lines to be out, and the 
heuristics in the branching sequence of binary variables. Con
sider the IEEE 30-bus system with 41 lines and six generators 
from [31], where the system topology,line reactances, and loads 
are given. Assume that line (6, 10) fails, and in the base case, all 
the other lines are "in." Bus 1 is the slack bus, and the gener
ation dispatch is from [13] with the generation at the slack bus 
adjusted for power balance, as given in Table III. The long-term 
line ratings are based on (13] with certain ratings increased to 
create spare capacities, the corresponding emergency ratings are 
20% higher, and all ratings are given in (30] . The system has 
three radial lines, lines 13, 16, and 34, and their outages are 
not considered as N - 1 cases. The N - 2 cases are consid
ered for lines and generators selected from the area containing 
buses 2, 3, 4,6, 12, 13, and 15 with relatively dense connections: 
E2 = {3, 4, 6, 7,15, 18}, and G2 == {6}. 

Load flow analysis shows that the above system is secure 
in the base case, but in the N - 1 contingency case with line 
(9, 10) out, line (16, 17) will be overloaded. Our method is 
used to search for line switching operations to relieve this over
load. Except line (6, 10) in failure, all other lines are switching 
candidates, and the sequence to branch on the binary variables 
is based on LODFs. Table IV shows the results with different 
values of M, i.e., the number of lines allowed to be out, to com
pare the corresponding performances. With M == I, the feasible 
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TABLE IV 
RESULTS FOR IEEE 30-Bus SYSTEM (CPU TIMES IN SECONDS) 

Max No. of open lines M I 2 ~ 3 ~ 10 
CPU time for 1st solution 2.5 7 .7 I 22.9 I 38.5 

Total No. of solutions I 2 L 2 1 2 
Switching actions of {15 out} {IS out} 

each solution { IS out 18 out} 
Total CPU time 8.3 29.3 I 63.7 I 93 .9 

TABLE V 
RESULTS FOR IEEE 3D-Bus SYSTEM WITHOUT USING 

THE HEURISTIC IN BRANCHING SEQUENCE (CPU TIMES IN SECONDS) 

14 14 15 

13-' -=-~ 

J 

Fig. 3. Relevant part of the 30-bus system after the outage of line (6, 10), with 
line (9,10) out in a contingency. (a) Before switching out line (4,12). (b) After 
switching out line (4, 12). Bus indices in bold; line flows in MW. 

operation is to switch out line 15, or (4, 12). With M = 2, an
other solution is obtained, which is to switch out both lines 15 
and 18. However, there are no more feasible solutions with M 
increased to 10. This demonstrates that it is reasonable to re
duce the search space by using a small M in constraint (6), in 
that allowing more lines to be out is not likely to result in more 
feasible solutions. 

To analyze the impacts of the branching sequence of binary 
variables based on LODFs, we rerun the method with the se
quence set to be the increasing order of line indices, and the re
sults are shown in Table V. Although the total CPU times are 
smaller than those in Table IV because of the savings in the 
sorting procedure before branching on each variable, the times 
for the first feasible solution become much longer. This demon
strates that the heuristics in the branching sequence of binary 
variables can effectively improve the performance of the method 
in obtaining the first feasible solution. 

To illustrate the switching of line (4, 12), the relevant part of 
the system is shown in Fig. 3, where the blue line (6, 10) is in 
failure and the pink line (9, 10) is out in an N - 1 contingency. 
In Fig. 3(a) before switching out line (4, 12), its flow of 56.8 
MW goes into bus 12, and part of this flow goes to line (12, 
16) and the red line (16, 17) which is overloaded. In Fig. 3(b), 
the orange line (4, 12) is switched out and its large flow into 
bus 12 is eliminated; hence, line (16, 17) in green is no longer 
overloaded. Also, the flow on line (4, 6) changes direction, so 
that the original flow on line (4, 12) is redirected to other parts 
of the system. 

Example 3: This example is to demonstrate the effectiveness 
of our method on the IEEE 118-bus system. The system has 186 

TABLE VI 
N-2 CASES AND RADIAL LINES FOR IEEE liS-Bus SYSTEM 

G 
Radial lines 

TABLE VII 
RESULTS FOR IEEE 118-BUS SYSTEM (CPU TIMES IN SECONDS) 

Max No. of open lines M I 2 
CPU time for 1st solution 44.8 28S.1 

Total No. of solutions I S 
Switching actions of each {21 in, SI out} {21 in,SI out, lOS out} 

solution {21 in, SI out, 109 out) 
{21 in, SI out} 

{21 in, 66 out, 102 out} 
(21 in, 67 out, 102 out) 

Total CPU time 416.8 2636.3 

lines and 54 generators, and the topology, line reactances, gen
eration, and load levels are given in [31]. Assume that line 45 
fails, and in the base case, all the other lines are "in," except that 
line 21 is assumed to be "out" to demonstrate that our method is 
able to handle switching in of lines. Bus 69 is the slack bus. The 
long-term line ratings are based on [14] with certain ratings in
creased to create spare capacities, the cOITesponding emergency 
ratings are 20% higher, and all ratings are given in [30]. The 
N - 2 contingency cases are considered within the area con
taining buses 103 to 106 with relatively dense connections, and 
the sets E2 and G2 as well as the radial line indices are given in 
Table VI. 

Load flow analysis shows that the above system is not N - 1 
secure, because line 46 is overloaded when line 50 is out in 
a contingency. To test our method, a set of 15 candidates is 
used, constituting 8% of the total 186 lines. We select the 14 
lines with the largest LODFs with respect to line 46 among all 
lines satisfying the topological necessary condition introduced 
in Section IV-B, and line 21 which is currently out but can be 
possibly switched in. The resulting candidate lines are 21, 30, 
51,53,57,62,63,66,67,68,96,102,105, 109, and 110. The 
branching sequence of binary variables is based on the distances 
of lines from line 46 as defined by (8) . Table VII shows the re
sults of our method. With M = 1, i.e., allowing one line to be 
out, the only feasible solution is to switch in line 21 and switch 
out line 51. The time for obtaining this solution is 44.8 s, in
cluding 17.1 s to reach the first leaf node and 27.7 s to solve 
the LP problem, which turns out to be feasible . With M = 2, 
there are five feasible solutions. Three of them include the above 
switching actions of line 21 and 51, while the other two are al
ternative options without switching out line 51. It is interesting 
to note from system data that lines 66 and 67 are both from bus 
42 to 49; thus, switching out either 66 or 67 actually changes the 
reactance between buses 42 and 49 instead of changing system 
topology, and this leads to a redistribution ofload flow to relieve 
the overload. 

Two other cases in running the method are analyzed for 
the M = 1 case. First, if the branching sequence is based on 
LODFs, the time for obtaining the first feasible solution is 
124.3 s, not as fast as the above result of 44.8 s. Second, for the 
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LP problem at the first leaf node, the procedure to separately 
solve an LP sub-problem for each case takes 211.6 s in all. This 
is not as efficient as the result of 27.7 s by using the procedure 
in our method as described in Section IV-B. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, DC flow feasibility constraints with line status 
and phase angle variables are formulated in a unified way for the 
base case, the N - 1 and selected N - 2 contingency cases. In 
our method based on constraint programming, binary line status 
variables are branched on in a tree search, and at each leaf node, 
the constraints become linear of continuous phase angles and 
are examined by linear programming methods. Testing results 
on systems with up to 118 buses demonstrate the effectiveness 
of the method. 

Potential extensions of our method include using certain 
criteria to rank the feasible solutions, and implementing the 
method in a multi-processor environment. In addition, the 
issues of AC flow feasibility and transient stability of switching 
actions are important future research topics. 
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